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PREFACE

The New Acquisitions List is a consolidated and classified listing of books in alphabetical order acquired through purchases and donations by the University Library (Main) of UP Manila and its nine (9) unit libraries: College of Allied Medical Professions (CAMP), College of Arts and Sciences (CAS), College of Dentistry (CD), College of Medicine (CM), College of Nursing (CN), College of Pharmacy (CP), College of Public Health (CPH), The National Teacher Training Center for Health Professions (NTTC-HP), and the School of Health and Sciences Library (Palo, Leyte).

The quarterly issue is a collaborative effort of all unit libraries compiled in the University Library.
ACUPUNCTURE
[Cir RM 184 .C77 2008] CAS

ALGEBRA
[Cir QA 154.2 A94 2013] CAS

ALGEBRA--TEXTBOOKS
[Cir QA 152.3 G87 2011] CAS

ANTHROPOLOGY, PREHISTORIC
[Cir GN740 .R46 2007] CAS

ART AND STATE--PHILIPPINES
[Fil HM 101 C85 2004] CAS

BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
[Cir RJ 503.7 B42 C55 2006] CM

BIOINFORMATICS
[Cir QH 324.2 C87 2011] CAS

BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS--PHYSIOLOGY
[Res QH 527 F67 2009] CPH

BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS
[Res QP 84.6 F67 2005] CPH

BODY, HUMAN--RELIGIOUS ASPECTS--CATHOLIC CHURCH
[Fil BX 1795 B63 E23 2007] CAS

BREAST--CANCER--TREATMENT
[Res RC 280 B8 B74 2009] CM
CARDIAC ARREST -- TREATMENT -- PROBLEMS, EXERCISES, ETC.
[Cir RC 685 C173 A34 2007] CM

CERVIX UTERI -- CANCER -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
[Cir RC 280 U8 D59 2011] CM

CHRONOBIOLOGY
[Res QP 84.6 R64 2012] CPH

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
[Res QP 84.6 R534 2006] CPH

CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION
The Cleveland Clinic way : lessons in C67 excellence from one of the world's leading health care organizations / by Toby Cosgrove, MD., President and CEO of Cleveland Clinic. -- New York : McGraw-Hill Education, c2014. 222 p.
[Res RA 982 C6 C67 2014] CPH

CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION—CUSTOMER SERVICES
[Res RA 965.6 M47 2015] CPH

CLOUD COMPUTING
[Cir QA 76.585 .C56 2011] CAS

COLLEGE READERS
[Cir PE 1417 C6435 2009] CAS

[Cir PE1417 F39 2015] CAS

COMMUNICATION IN EDUCATION
[Cir LB1033.5 .R65 2002] CAS

COMMUNISM -- PHILIPPINES
[Fil/HX 406.5 R58 2010] CAS
COMPUTERS -- STUDY AND TEACHING (HIGHER)
[Fil QA 76.27 T65 2002] CAS

CORPORATE CULTURE -- PHILIPPINES -- CASE STUDIES
[Fil HM 791 B56 2005] CAS

DERMATOLOGY
[Res RL 110 T74 2010] CM

DERMATOLOGY -- ATLASES
[Ref RL 81 C651 2000] CM

DIABETES -- NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS -- MISCELLANEA
[Cir RC 662 D53 2003] CM

DIABETES -- TREATMENT
[Cir RC 660 I58 2003] CM

[Cir RC 660 M43 2004] CM

DRUGS -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
[Ref RM 301 D78 2013] CM

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
[Res HD 75 I58 2014] CPH

ECONOMICS
[Cir HB 171 D26 2010]

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY -- PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
[Cir RC 683.5 E5 A34 2002] CM
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS - ASIA -- CONGRESSES
[Fil HD 6971.8 A84 2007] CAS

ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY -- ATLASSES
[Ref RD 33.53 A86 2008] CM

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
[Cir QD 415 C45 2006] CAS

ETHICS
[Cir B 430.A5 R67 2009] CAS

ETHNIC RELATIONS -- SOUTHEAST ASIA
[Fil DS 526.7 C66 2009] CAS

EXERCISE THERAPY
[Fil RM 725 L34 2016] CAS

EYE DISEASES -- THERAPY
[Cir RE 46 V4 2004] CM

FAMILY
[Fil HQ 515 T86 2015] CAS

FAMILY MEDICINE
[Cir RC 46 P894 2003] CM

FILIPINOS-- SOCIAL CONDITIONS-- 1571-1800
[Fil DS 663 D47 2006] CAS
NEW ACQUISITIONS LIST

A.-general_surgery
   Surgery: basic science and clinical evidence / edited by Jeffrey A. Norton ... [et al.] -- 2nd ed. --
   [Res RD 31 S87 2008] CM

B.-geographic_information_systems
   GIS for everyone : exploring your neighborhood and your world with a geographic information system /
   [Cir G70.212 .D38 2003] CAS

C.-geology
   Earth science : decade by decade / Christina Reed ; set editor: william J. Cannon. -- New York : Facts on
   [Cir QE 11 .R44 2008] CAS

D. globalization
   From globalization to national liberation : essays of three decades / E. San Juan, Jr. -- Quezon City :
   [Fil DS 672.8 S26 2008] CAS

E. hematology
   Williams hematology / [editors], Kenneth Kaushansky ... [et al.]. -- 8th ed. -- New York :
   [Cir RC 633 H43 2010] CM

F. humanities
   Introduction to the humanities / Custodiosa A. Sanchez [and three others]. -- Sixth edition -- Manila : Rex
   [Fil AZ 183 P5 S35 2012] CAS

G. industrial_safety
   Applied statistics in occupational safety and health / Christopher A. Janicak. -- 2nd 2007 ed. --
   Lanham, Md. : Government Institutes/Scarecrow Press, c2007. 185 p..
   [Res T 55.3 S72 J36 2007] CPH

H. industrial_sociology
   Changes and challenges : 60 years of struggle towards decent work / edited by Jorge V. Sibal. -- Quezon
   City : School of Labor and Industrial Relations, 2008. xxvi, 166 p.
   [Fil HD 6957 P6 C43 2008] CAS

I. international_relations
   The next 100 years : a forecast for the 21st century / George Friedman. -- New York : Doubleday, c2009.
   253 p.
   [Cir JZ 1305 F75 2009] CAS

J. islam_politcs
   Inside Central Asia : a political and cultural history of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan,
   Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkey, and Iran / Dilip Hiro. -- 1st ed. -- New York : Overlook Duckworth,
   [Cir DS 327.5 H57 2009] CAS

K. labor_laws
   Working with labor laws : a comprehensive guide on conditions of employment, employee benefits
   under special laws, termination and retirement / Anna Rhea Valle Samson. -- Quezon City : Ateneo
de Manila University, c2004. 230 p.
   [Fil KF 5624.4 S26 2004] CAS
LABOR LEADERS-- PHILIPPINES-- BIOGRAPHY

[Fil HD 8717 B45 S55 2010] CAS

LABOR MOVEMENT-- PHILIPPINES

[Fil HD 8716.5 Y8 2003] CAS

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

[Cir P 118 H64 2009] CAS

LAPAROSCOPY -- METHODS

[Cir RD 33.53 P75 1995] CM

LEFT-AND RIGHT-HANDEDNESS
*Left-handed dental students in a right handed teaching-learning environment* / Arthur T. Magboo 70 leaves. . MHPEd thesis.

[LG 995 2017 H32 M34] NTTC-HP

LEGISLATORS-- PHILIPPINES

[Fil JQ 1413 P56 2008] CAS

LIFESTYLES—UNITED STATES

[Res HQ 2044 U6 W65 2012] CPH

LOGIC

[Cir BC 50 S52 2010] CAS

MAMMALS-- PHILIPPINES-- LUZON

[Ref QL 729.P5 H43 2016] CAS

MARCOS, FERDINAND E, (FERDINAND EDRALIN), 1917-1989
*Martial law diary and other papers* / by Danilo P. Vizmanos; foreword by Satur Ocampo. -- Quezon City : Ken, c2003. 282 p.

[Fil DS 686.6 V59 A3 2003] CAS

MARTIAL ARTS-- MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS

[Cir GV 1102.7 P75 C48 2003] CAS
MEDICINE--STUDY AND TEACHING (RESIDENCY)
Perceptions of graduates of a double degree program in medicine and business administration on their levels of confidence and usefulness of their curriculum in clinical residency training / Amiel Cornelio E. Dela Cruz. 69 leaves. MHPEd thesis.
[LG 995 2017 H32 D46] NTTC-HP

MONEY
[Fil HG 221 A26 2006] CAS

MULTIPLE MYELOMA
[Cir RC 280 B6 M94 2004] CM

NUTRITION PROGRAM -- PHILIPPINES
Nutrition in the Philippines the past for its template, red for its color / Cecilia A. Florencio. -- Diliman, Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, c2004. 179p.
[Fil TX 360 P6 F56 2004] CAS

NUTRITION-- TEXTBOOKS
[Cir QP 141 .W37 2013] CAS

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
[Cir HD58.7 .G75 2010] CAS

PARENTING
[Cir HQ 775.8 .S63 2003] CAS

PEDIATRICS -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
[Cir RJ 48 H37 2012] CM

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE-- POLITICAL ASPECTS-- HISTORY-- 20TH CENTURY
[Cir HD 9560.6 Y47 2008] CAS

PHILIPPINES-- HISTORIOGRAPHY
[Fil DS 667.2 G85 2009] CAS

PHILIPPINES-- HISTORY -- PHILIPPINE AMERICAN WAR, 1899-1902
[Fil DS 685.8 T3 E83 2007] CAS
PHILIPPINES--HISTORY--INSURRECTION, 1896-1898
[Fil DS 643.22 B66 C75 2005] CAS

PHILIPPINES--HISTORY - -REVOLUTION, 1896-1898
[Fil DS 678 O23 2009] CAS

PHILIPPINES--INTELLECTUAL -- 19TH CENTURY
[Fil DS 675.3 M65 2006] CAS

PHILIPPINES LITERATURE--HISTORY AND CRITICISM
[Fil PS 9991 R49 2009] CAS

PHYSICS-- POPULAR WORKS
[Cir QC 24.5 .G75 2011] CAS

POLICY SCIENCES
[Cir H 97 .H56 2009] CAS

POLITICAL PRISONERS-- PHILIPPINES-- BIOGRAPHY
[Cir HV 9807.5 P66 2009] CAS

PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING
Effectiveness of combined problem-based learning and flipped classroom strategies in teaching a medical-surgical nursing course / Maria Silvana Dhawo. 107 leaves. MHPed thesis.
[LG 995 2017 H32 D45] NTTC-HP

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
[Cir TS 176 .K36 2014] CAS

PUBLIC HEALTH-- PHILIPPINES-- MANILA--HISTORY
Kalusugang pampubliko sa kolonyal na Maynila (1898-1918) : heograpiya, medisina, kasaysayan / Rolando B. Mactal. -- Quezon City : University of the Philippines Press, [2009]. 183 pages
[Fil RA 541 P7 M34 2009] CAS

REOPERATION
[Cir RD 33.65 R46 1997] CM
SEX ROLE--PHILIPPINES
*[Fil HQ 1075.5 P6 C53 2002] CAS*

*[Fil HQ 1075.5 P6 S26 2007] CAS*

SHAMANISM
*[Cir BL 2370.S5 T43 2006] CAS*

SHORT STORIES, PHILIPPINE (ENGLISH)
*[Fil PS 9992.8 N4 L58 2007] CAS*

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP--PHILIPPINES
*[Fil HD 60.5 P6 F67 2009] CAS*

SOCIOLOGY--METODOLOGY
*[Cir HM 511 C66 2013] CAS*

SPANISH LITERATURE--TO 1500--HISTORY AND CRITICISM
*[Cir PQ 6058 D36 2005] CAS*

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT (ECONOMIC POLICY)--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--CASE STUDIES
*[Cir HC 59.7 S85 2004] CAS*

STUDENT MOVEMENTS--PHILIPPINES
*[Fil LG 984 A1 S47 2008] CAS*

SURGERY
*[Cir RD 31 S22 2001] CM*

TEACHING STRATEGIES
*Comparison between the lecture and jigsaw methods for fourth year nursing students* / Sun Sidarong. 73 leaves. MHPEd thesis.
*[LG 995 2017 H32 S5] NTTC-HP*
TERRORISM
Political terrorism : a new guide to actors, authors, concepts, data bases, theories, and literature / Alex P. Schmid and Albert J. Jongman ; with the collaboration of Michael Stohl ... [et al.] ; foreword by I.L. Horowitz -- Expanded and updated ed.. -- Amsterdam : North-Holland Pub., 2005. 700 p.
[Cir HV 6431 S36 2005] CAS

TOTALITARIANISM--HISTORY--20TH CENTURY
[Cir JC 480 G74 2009] CAS

TRADE REGULATION -- PHILIPPINES
[Fil HD 3616 P62 R44 2006] CAS

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE - -PHILIPPINES -- BAY, LAGUNA.
[Fil GN 477.2 .J627 2003] CAS

VISUAL PERCEPTION
[Cir BF 241 .B78 2003] CAS

WOMEN DOMESTICS -- PHILIPPINES
[Fil HD 6072.2 P6 .P37 2003] CAS

WOMEN--EMPLOYMENT--PHILIPPINES
[Fil HD 6195 L82 2005] CAS

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES--PHILIPPINES
Women's issues in medical practice / Norieta Calma-Balderrama ... [et al] ; edited by Diwata A. Reyes. -- Quezon City : UP Center for Women's Studies, c2002. 87 p.
[Fil RA 564.85 W65 2002] CAS
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APPENDIX

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
University of the Philippines Manila
The Health Sciences Center
547 Pedro Gil St., Ermita, Manila

University Librarian : Gina G. Canceran, MLIS
Administrative Services : Janyn T. Pagtanan
Technical Services : Gina G. Canceran, MLIS
Reference / Filipiniana : Alfred E. Dalmacio
Computer Services : Edmund C. Bon

UNIT LIBRARIES

COLLEGE OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS (CAMP)
UP Manila Compound, Pedro Gil St., Malate, 1004 Manila.
Tel No.: 526-7125 loc.110-111
College Librarian: Dhomilyn C. Hernandez, MLIS
Library Staff: Mica Marie N. Bulig

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (CAS)
2/F, Rizal Hall, Padre Faura St., Ermita, Manila
Tel No.: 526-3228 loc.104 / 310-1946
College Librarian: Emelorna E. Delgado, MLIS
Library Staff: Alfred E. Dalmacio, Mariebel C. Ignacio, Eric D. Legasto, Daisy O. Pabillano, Rona Patricia G. Rosales

COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY (CD)
G/F, UP College of Dentistry Bldg., Pedro Gil St., cor Taft Ave., Ermita, Manila
Tel No.: 302-3983 loc.108
College Librarian: Maria Nimfa V. Castro, MLIS
Library Staff: Bella Amor A. Fresco, Sheila May T. Relado

F.B. HERRERA JR. MEDICAL LIBRARY
2/F Salcedo Hall, Department of Physiology, College of Medicine, Pedro Gil St., Ermita, Manila.
College Librarian: Carla G. Demabildo
Library Staff: Ver L. Mortel

COLLEGE OF NURSING (CN)
G/F, Sotejo Hall, Pedro Gil St., Ermita, Manila
Tel No.: 523-1478
College Librarian: Marybel P. Caasi, MAED
Library Staff: Nancy M. Gomez, Denisse Allysa T. Peralta

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY (CP)
G/F, Valenzuela Hall, Taft Ave., cor. Pedro Gil St., Ermita, Manila
Tel No.: 302-5343
College Librarian: Felicidad Q. Mangubat, MLIS
Library Staff: Karrisa E. Enero, Noel N. Leano

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH (CPH)
G/F, Lara Hall, 625 Pedro Gil St., Ermita Manila
Tel No.: 525-2315
College Librarian: Rita P. Yusi
Library Staff: Zaira Joie A. Salcedo, Amanda D. Viterbo, Ricardo O. Vivero

NATIONAL TEACHER TRAINING CENTER FOR THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS (NTTC-HP)
3/F, Dr. Joaquin Gonzales Hall, University of the Philippines Manila Campus, Padre Faura cor. Ma. Orosa Sts., Ermita, Manila
Tel No.: 521-0899
College Librarian: Marietta M. Buela, MLS
Library Staff: Lara Fatima L. Lintao

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Palo, Leyte
Librarian-in-Charge: Venilda V. Llevado
[vllevado@up.edu.ph]